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Questions 1-20
1. Sugar drinks usually taste delicious, although they are often not good for people’s _____.

(A)health (B) dessert (C) meal (D) wine
2. I haven’t seen Linda for many years, but I still _____ her smile.

(A) think (B) remember (C) look (D) suppose
3. The organization also receives _____ support from the city of Yilan.

(A) financial (B) financially (C) finances (D) financed
4. Joy didn’t show up at the meeting this morning. And he didn’t seem to want to explain_____ 

he was absent.
(A)where (B) why (C) when (D) which

5. When Mr. Wang arrived at the train station, the train_____.
(A)was left (B) had left (C) did left (D) leaving

6. Sir, this is a _____zone. Will you please move your car?
(A)no-park (B) not-parted (C) not-parking (D) no-parking

7. David _____to be the next class leader.
(A)assigns (B) assigned (C) was assigned (D) has assigned

8. Children often _____ their parents’ love _____and never think they should show gratitude.
(A)take ….. into account
(B)take ….. in their stride
(C)take ….. for granted
(D)place ….. at their disposal

9. The volume button on the radio is broken, _____it?
(A)isn’t (B) can’t (C) didn’t (D) aren’t

10. A: _____ do you go to work every day?
B: By the Taipei MRT.
(A) What (B) Why (C) How (D) When

11. _______ newspaper reports, the storm has caused serious flooding in the area near the river.
(A) As (B) For (C) Including some (D) According to

12. Could you tell me _______?
(A) when shall we start
(B) where the bus station is
(C) who are you waiting for
(D) why were you late

13. Thailand _______its beautiful beaches, wonderful food, and friendly people.
(A) kept out of (B) is known for (C) made deals with (D) is so popular that
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14. Be sure to wear a _______when you are riding a motorcycle.
(A) handkerchief (B) handle (C) helmet (D) hammer

15. Doug has spent so much time _______ for the examination.
(A) preparing (B) prepare (C) prepares (D) prepared

16.Helen didn’t pass her driving test this time_______ she practiced a lot for it.
(A) what if (B) by the rime (C) as soon as (D) even though

17. Jennifer is a very_______girl. She’s never afraid to speak in front of people.
(A) mean (B) confident (C) greedy (D) shy
18.  Researchers aren’t sure of the cause of ______, but now we can be sure that it’s not a 

disease that one can give to others.
(A) cancer (B) a cold (C) a flu (D) a sore throat

19. Doug has spent so much time _______ for the examination.
(A) preparing (B) prepare (C) prepares (D) prepared

20. There is_______ old woman there, who is sitting down and waiting for someone.
(A) no (B) the (C) a (D) an

Questions 21-25

Doctor: Hello, Mr. Robust. What can I help you with today?

Mr. Robust: Well, Doctor... I don't seem to be feeling very well these days. Last week, while
I__21__on a ladder and cleaning something off the roof of my house, I slipped
and__22__to the ground. Ever since then, I__23__pain in my right shoulder, wrist,
and hip. I took some medicine for the pain, but it just seems to be getting worse.
Then, when I__24__ this morning, I felt weak and dizzy and also had a headache.

Doctor: Hmmm... well, I think that, first of all, we should do some X-rays to make sure
that you didn't break any bones when you fell. After that, we'll do some other tests
to find out what is causing you to feel this way. So, the nurse__25__ you to get
some X-rays right now, and then I'll see you again in an hour or so.

Mr. Robust: Thank you, Doctor. I will see you later.

21. (A)stand (B) stood (C) have stood (D) was standing
22. (A)fallen (B) fall (C) falling (D) fell
23. (A)have (B) had (C) have had (D) will have
24. (A)woke up (B) woken up (C) wake up (D) waking up
25. (A)took (B) will take (C)taking (D) takes

Questions 26-30
Roses have been around for 35 million years, but humans only started growing them 5,000

years ago. To the ancient Greeks, the rose was the "Queen of Flowers." The flower was valued
for its beauty and possible medical __26__. In ancient Rome, people believed roses could treat
wrinkles and prevent drunkenness. They also thought the rose represented the god of silence,
and to this day, the flower __27__ as a symbol of secrecy. In parts of Europe during the 17th
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century, rose water was __28__ popular that it replaced money. Europeans everywhere began
breeding roses one century later. __29__, which led to flowers of various colors, each of which
had its own meaning. __30__ ,red is love, yellow is friendship, and white is innocence.
Nowadays, roses are popular gifts on special occasions like Valentine's Day and anniversaries.
When was the last time you gave somebody a rose?

26. A. properties
B. characters
C. discoveries
D. structures

27. A. is regarding
B. regards
C. is regarded
D. to regard

28. A. too
B. so
C. such
D. much

29. A. They traded roses for money
B. They sold flowers in markets
C. They created different species
D. They drank the rose water

30. A. In addition

B. As a result
C. For example
D. In any case

閱讀測驗

Questions 31-33

Moving Sale/ Everything must go/ Price negotiable

Bought Sale for
20 inch TV $150 $100
Bookshelf $75 $50
Mattress $300 $25
IKEA sofa $199 $99

Please call 212355965 and ask for Tom

Or email to tom@nyu.edu
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31. If I want to buy the TV, what might be the price?
(A) $125.
(B) $103.
(C) $99.
(D) $114.

32. If you buy the sofa at the sale, how much will you save?
(A) $99.
(B) $100.
(C) $199.
(D) $109.

33. How can I reach Tom?
(A) By phone.
(B) By visiting.
(C) By mail.
(D) By dropping by.

Questions 34-36
Many of us look at computers, smartphones, and TVs for a long time each day. Doctors say

this is not good for us because the extra screen time makes people fat and unhealthy. A little is
fine, but getting enough exercise and sleep is more important.

Doctors say that a healthy 24 hours should include no more than two hours a day of screen
time. You should also sit less and move more. Also, one hour should be filled with doing even
harder exercise. They also advise dancing, swimming, or jogging at least three times a week.

As for sleep, kids need about 11 hours each night, and teenagers need about 10. You should
go to bed and wake up at the same time each day.

34. What is the article mainly about?
(A) How to deal with sleep problems
(B) Healthy ways of living
(C) Teenagers' favorite smartphones
(D) How to prepare a healthy diet

35. What is true about too much screen time?
(A) It makes people lose weight.
(B) It helps people sleep better.
(C) It hurts people's health.
(D) It lets people exercise more.

36. What do doctors suggest?
(A) Sleeping with the TV on
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(B) Sitting for hours at a time
(C) Cutting screen time to 3 hours a night
(D) Running three or more times weekly

Questions 37-40
How often do you use a vending machine? If you are like most people, you

probably use one every day. They can be found all over the world. In America, these
machines make billions of dollars every year. Vending machines sell almost every kind
of product that you can think of. Some of them sell drinks, while others sell candy and
snacks. For workers who don't have any time for lunch, many businesses and public
buildings provide vending machines that also sell soups, salads, sandwiches, fruits, and
desserts. Vending machines may also offer products such as stamps, train and bus
tickets, newspapers, and other kinds of merchandise. There are even some vending
machines that sell flowers.

Vending machines have been a great success since they were first introduced to the
marketplace. What are some of the reasons for this success? First, they save time. You
may not have time to go to the store during your break to buy a soda, but you can go to
the vending machine in the corridor. Secondly, they are open 24 hours a day. You can
buy something even when all the local stores are closed. Another reason is that
customers usually don't need to wait in line. At the store there may be many people in
front of you and you have to wait for the cashier to serve you, but at the vending
machine your transaction is all finished in moments. Lastly the machines save
companies money because there is no need for salesclerks and cashiers. The machine
will do all the work and it doesn't need to be paid a salary or wages.

37. What do these machines provide?
(A) Customers(B) Cashiers (C) Salesclerks (D) Products

38. What makes these machines successful??
(A) They are used only in businesses.
(B) People can use them any time.
(C) The cashiers are very friendly.
(D) You can eat there.

39. How do these machines save companies money?
(A)They are found in business buildings.
(B) There is no need for cashiers.
(C) They don't make any money.
(D) Workers don't have time to eat.

40. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as something you can buy from a vending
machine?
(A) Flowers (B) Tickets (C) Eggs (D) Candy


